Location of CFI’s TRAFx Infrared Trail Counters

2016
Front Range: Grays/Torreys Peaks
Tenmile Range: Quandary Peak
Mosquito Range: Mount Democrat
                Mount Sherman
Sawatch Range: Mount Elbert (Northeast Ridge, Southeast Ridge, Black Cloud)
                La Plata Peak
                Huron Peak
                Mount Princeton
                Mount Antero
                Mount Shavano
Elk Mountains: Castle Peak
Sangre de Cristo Range: Blanca Peak/Ellingwood Point
                Challenger Point/Kit Carson Peak
San Juan Mountains: Redcloud/Sunshine Peaks
                Handies Peak (American Basin, Grizzly Gulch)
                Mount Sneffels
                Wilson Peak

2015
Front Range: Grays/Torreys Peaks
Tenmile Range: Quandary Peak
Mosquito Range: Mount Democrat
Sawatch Range: Mount Elbert (Northeast Ridge, Southeast Ridge, Black Cloud)
Elk Mountains: Castle Peak
San Juan Mountains: Redcloud/Sunshine Peaks
                Handies Peak (American Basin, Grizzly Gulch)

2014
Front Range: Grays/Torreys Peaks
Tenmile Range: Quandary Peak
Elk Mountains: Castle Peak
San Juan Mountains: Redcloud/Sunshine Peaks
                Handies Peak (American Basin)